DAVID H. CLIFT, executive director emeritus of the American Library Association, died late Thursday, October 11, while en route to Chicago from Frankfurt, Germany. Mr. Clift, a resident of Evanston, Illinois, was executive director of ALA from 1951 until his retirement in 1972, when he was succeeded by Robert Wedgeworth. He had been in Europe in connection with his work on a Fellowship in Comparative Librarian-ship awarded to him on his retirement.

He is survived by Mrs. Eleanor Clift, his wife. She has requested that all persons wishing to honor his memory make memorial contributions to the Freedom to Read Foundation, at 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611, Mrs. Judith Krug, Director, Office of Intellectual Freedom. Checks should be made payable to the foundation.

APPOINTMENTS

Mildred K. ABRAHAM—circulation librarian—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

Phyllis A. ADKINS—assistant catalog librarian—New Mexico State University, Las Cruces.

Karen ANDREWS—science and technology cataloger—University of Oklahoma libraries, Norman.

Helen L. ANTHONY—education librarian—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

Caroline J. BARKER—serials librarian—Florida International University, Miami.

Linda C. BAUSCHKE—assistant cataloging librarian—Illinois State University, Normal.

Joseph A. BOISSE—director of libraries—University of Wisconsin—Parkside, Kenosha.


Helen BOYD—intern in library administration, Hannold Library—Claremont Colleges, California.

Ella BRUINS—assistant librarian, Library Science Library—State University of New York at Albany.

Helen CLINE—managing editor—American Library Association, Books and Pamphlets Division.

Peter CZIFFRA—mathematics-physics librarian—Princeton University Library, New Jersey.

Barbara B. DAMES—interlibrary loan librarian, Harvard College Library—Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Hiram L. DAVIS—associate director of libraries—University of Oklahoma, Norman.

Margaret A. DeITZER—senior assistant librarian, King of Prussia Graduate Center—Pennsylvania State University, University Park.

Patricia B. DEVLIN—instructor, reference librarian, Undergraduate Libraries—Ohio State University, Columbus.

Jane DEZER—assistant information services librarian in charge of interlibrary loan and instructor of bibliography—University of Oklahoma libraries, Norman.

Bjorn B. DOHNBERG—librarian, reference services, Mills Memorial Library—McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

Donald DragANSKI—music librarian—Roosevelt University, Chicago, Illinois.

Lowell R. DUHRSEN—assistant director (public services)—New Mexico State University, Las Cruces.

H. Minnie DUNBAR—assistant catalog librarian—Florida International University, Miami.

Mary C. DunnIGAN—librarian, Fiske Kimball Library—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

James DwyER—assistant librarian, records (cataloging)—State University of New York at Albany.

Donald H. Dyal—instructor—Texas A&M University library, College Station.

Martha Eszes—head of reference department, Hannold Library—Claremont Colleges, California.

Mark Farrell—descriptive cataloger—Princeton University library, New Jersey.

Jane Fowler—assistant reference librarian—Bates College Library, Lewiston, Maine.

Rosario Galura—cataloger and special instructor—University of Oklahoma libraries, Norman.

Marianne E. GelBERT—instructor, cataloger—Ohio State University, Columbus.

Charles L. GilREATH—instructor—Texas A&M University Library, College Station.

Marcia Goodman—history of science librarian—University of Oklahoma, Norman.


Gerda Haas—assistant catalog librarian—Bates College Library, Lewiston, Maine.

Rebecca L. HADDAD—assistant acquisitions
librarian and special instructor—University of Oklahoma libraries, Norman.

Irene B. Hoadley—associate professor, assistant director administrative services—Ohio State University, Columbus.

Gloria Holland—head, planning studies department—Virginia Commonwealth University libraries, Richmond.

Ronald E. Hornbeck—cataloger, Robert Scott Small Library—College of Charleston, South Carolina.

Joyce Hoskinson—reference bibliographer—University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

Don S. Hurb—business-economics librarian—University of Oklahoma, Norman.

Mary Lynn Hyde—instructor—Texas A&M University library, College Station.

Catherine A. Jones—assistant university librarian for reader services—George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

Mary E. Kahler—chief of the Latin American, Portuguese, and Spanish division—Library of Congress.

Arno Kastner—subject analyst—Princeton University library, New Jersey.

Claren M. Kidd—geology librarian—University of Oklahoma libraries, Norman.

Arthur Kirwin—assistant librarian, social science bibliographer—State University of New York at Albany.

Frances K. Kozuch—assistant to the acquisitions librarian—Roosevelt University, Chicago, Illinois.

J. Michael Lach—periodical cataloger—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

Carol Lacasse—assistant librarian, records (cataloging)—State University of New York at Albany.

Roger M. Leachman—reference librarian—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

Ruth Lerner—assistant serials librarian—Princeton University library, New Jersey.


E. Elise McKibbin—business librarian—McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

Steve R. Marquardt—assistant catalog librarian—New Mexico State University, Las Cruces.

Hedy Mattson—Lindgren librarian—Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.

Edward Menke—assistant librarian, circulation—State University of New York at Albany.

Margaret M. Morris—head of cataloging services, Education Library—Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Thomas A. Orlando—rare books department—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.


Francis Pierce—reference librarian, Law School Library—Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Elizabeth T. Pope—chief cataloging librarian—Illinois State University, Normal.

Roberta Purdy—head of catalog section, Honnold Library—Claremont Colleges, California.

Madeline Raciti—assistant librarian, records (cataloging)—State University of New York at Albany.

James P. Riley—executive secretary of the Federal Library Committee and chairman of the National Libraries Task Force on Cooperative Activities.

Carolyn Rizzetta—head of the serials section, Cataloging Department—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

Ellen Root—science reference librarian—Bates College library, Lewiston, Maine.

Kathryn L. Rzasa—assistant—Texas A&M University library, College Station.

Sonya Sasuta—descriptive cataloger—Princeton University library, New Jersey.

Roger C. J. Scharmer—assistant science librarian—University of Oklahoma libraries, Norman.

Robert A. Seal—assistant librarian, Engineering Library—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

Rae C. Shepherd—assistant librarian for cataloging—State University of New York, College at Cortland.

Marc Simons—reference librarian—Belmont Abbey College, Belmont, North Carolina.

Lester Smith—associate director of the library—Northern Illinois University, Dekalb.

Marylin Smith—original cataloger for French and Latin—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

Jaclyn J. Spuhler—assistant catalog librarian—New Mexico State University, Las Cruces.

Robert E. Stack—assistant reference librarian—Florida International University, Miami.

Allan Sulkowski—assistant librarian, library science bibliographer—State University of New York at Albany.

Carol D. Swain—assistant acquisitions librarian—New Mexico State University, Las Cruces.

Miriam S. Tam—supervising librarian, technical services—Health Sciences Library at Harlem Hospital Center, Columbia University, New York City.
**ACTS** is our way of saying Acquisitions, Cataloging, Technical Systems. In a word, it sums up a very special library service which offers you the quickest, most comprehensive and accurate way we know to catalog, verify and acquire books.

**ACTS** gives you a data base of over 610,000 authoritative catalog records. Included are English language titles, 38,000 foreign records, retrospective titles, titles listed in BCL and BJCL, and other important bibliographies.

**ACTS** is an exclusive service which provides a continuous updating of records in quantity and quality. Each week our catalog base is updated with over 2,500 new titles. Weekly and quarterly cummulatives are also provided.

**ACTS** is an inclusive service which allows you to order cataloging, technical processing services or books. All you do is mail us the Abel identification number appearing on the fiche card. We'll produce catalog cards to your format and make sure the books you order are the ones you specified.

**ACTS** provides a tailor-made service for large or small libraries.

**ACTS** reduces your paperwork to an absolute minimum.

**ACTS** is a service that lets you catalog, process, order books in seconds.

**ACTS** is the only program on the market today that offers this quality and quantity at a cost of $840.

We'd like to tell you more about the Richard Abel Company ACTS program. And we'd like to demonstrate exactly what we mean when we say, we have something special for librarians. Just mail the coupon or phone 800-547-3551 toll free.

I WANT SOMETHING SPECIAL!

- [ ] Send me more information about ACTS.
- [ ] Have your representative see me.

Name: ________________________

Library: _____________________

Address: _____________________

City/State/Zip: _______________

Richard Abel & Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 4245/Portland, Oregon 97208
(503) 645-3511/Telex 36-0458
OFFICES IN: Arlington, Tex. • Atlanta, Ga. • Blackwood, N.J. • Denver, Colo. • Glendale, Cal. • Marion, Ohio • Zion, Ill. • Waltham, Mass. • Mill Valley, Cal. • Toronto, Canada • Amsterdam • London • Sydney • Sao Paulo
At last, one source of subject access to 20th

CUMULATIVE MONTHLY

This new
fourteen volume
single-alphabet subject index set

...is offered by itself — for libraries holding complete runs of the Monthly Catalog — or, in a

COMBINED REFERENCE EDITION

which contains a complete MICROFILM collection of the Monthly Catalog from 1895 through 1971 for convenient reference use with the index volumes.

The complete backfile of the Monthly Catalog was microfilmed by the Photoduplication Division of the Library of Congress especially for use with our Cumulative Subject Index. The 53 reel set contains the full text of all 867 indexed issues of the Monthly Catalog and its 3 World War II supplements, plus the two Decennial Indexes, and some 60 pre-1900 issues which were not indexed.

Monthly Catalog entries contain complete bibliographical data for almost every U.S. Government publication; including title, personal author, collation, LC number, SuDocs classification number, price, ordering information, and a symbol indicating if the publication was sent to depository libraries.

All Subject Index entries before September 1947 show year-and-page numbers whereas later entries give year-and-entry numbers. Each two digit year number (‘00 through ‘71) serves as the reel number in the microfilm collection. Page and entry numbers appear in numerical sequence on the film; and as all entries for any given year of Monthly Catalog are on the same reel, the numerical sequences are never broken and it is never necessary to look on more than one reel for any single year.

Because of the lack of standardization in the microfilm industry, we offer our sets with a variety of film options; including a choice between silver halide film or Diazo, roll or cartridge, and 16mm or 35mm film size.

Note: Although we believe the Combined Reference Edition concept described above is a most efficient yet inexpensive system, the Cumulative Index Volumes can also be used effectively with sets of the original Monthly Catalogs, or with other microfilm versions of the series. Libraries having incomplete collections of the Monthly Catalog can, of course, complete their holdings with the purchase of microfilm reels for individual years.
Century U.S. Government Publications
SUBJECT INDEX TO THE CATALOG OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 1900-1971

"In this ambitious new library tool, cumulative access is brought for the first time to the overwhelming majority of United States Government publications issued during the period 1900-1971. "In this, it is an accomplishment unrivaled in size and scope. "Documents librarians will find it a new and convenient time-saver and one which should offer them an additional means of providing an expanded and improved Government publications service to their patrons."

From the Foreword by Carper W. Buckley,
United States Superintendent of Documents, 1952-1970

The unique new CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX will eliminate 34 search steps which were formerly necessary to trace subjects through these indexes to 20th Century U.S. Government publications:
—21 Biennial Document Catalogs (1900-1940),
— 2 Decennial Indexes (1941-60), and

All subject entries in the fourteen volume cumulative index were accumulated from 81 separate sources in the Monthly Catalog series and merged into one reference set. These sources include: 48 Annual Indexes to the Monthly Catalog, 2 Decennial Indexes, (1941-1950; 1951-1960), 1 Six-month Index, and 30 Monthly Catalogs for which no annual indexes were made.

Delivery: The complete microfilm segment and Index Volumes I (A-Ashworth) and II (Asia-Canacao) are available for immediate delivery, and the remaining volumes are scheduled to follow at decreasing intervals until the projected completion date of May 31, 1974. Meanwhile, all Monthly Catalog indexes and the 2 Decennial Indexes on microfilm are included in the microfilm segment for temporary use.

USE THIS COUPON TO RESERVE YOUR SETS AT PRE-PUBLICATION PRICES

To: Carrollton Press, Inc.
1647 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20007

Please record our order for the following:

☐ The complete COMBINED REFERENCE EDITION containing:
  1. Cumulative Subject Index to the Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications, 1900-1971, in 14 hardcover volumes, and
  2. the full text of the Monthly Catalog of U.S. Government Publications, from 1895 through 1971, plus three World War II Supplements, and two Decennial Indexes, all on 53 reels of 16mm silver halide microfilm.* ---------------------------------- $1,600.00

Note: Purchase of the Combined Edition results in a savings of $115.00 off the total of books and microfilm purchased separately.

☐ The fourteen volume Cumulative Subject Index to the Monthly Catalog of U.S. Government Publications, 1900-1971, casebound ------------------------------ $ 965.00

☐ The complete run of the Monthly Catalog 1895-1971, on 16mm silver halide microfilm.* ------------------------ $ 750.00

☐ Individual years of the Monthly Catalog or editions of the Decennial Indexes on 16mm silver halide microfilm, per reel.* ---------------------------- $ 15.00

*Send us your free brochure which describes the project in detail and lists prices for alternative microformats.

Name____________________________________________________________________________________
Address____________________________________________________________________________________
City----------------------------------------------------------------State____________________________Zip __________

DEDUCT ANOTHER 5% FROM TOTAL IF PAYMENT IS SENT WITH ORDER.
Classified Advertising

NOTICE
Respondents to advertisers offering faculty "rank" and "status" are advised that these terms are ambiguous and should inquire as to benefits involved.

All advertisements submitted by institutions offering positions must include a salary range. The range should provide the applicant with an indication of the salary the institution is willing to provide for the position offered.

All advertisements for the Positions Wanted and the Positions Open classifications will be edited to exclude direct or indirect references to race, creed, color, age, and sex as conditions of employment.

POSITIONS WANTED

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS/MANUSCRIPTS/RARE BOOKS.
Seeking responsible administrative position in forward-looking college/university or other repository, where the need for enlightened and modern preservation measures and managerial techniques has been recognized, and the commitment made to implement them. EA, MA, English, MA, Library Science, University of Chicago, Law school. Continuing education in conservation of research library materials, 7 years' experience. Currently employed by major Eastern small university, Write Box 834, CRL, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611.

FOR SALE

INTERNATIONAL (METRIC) SYSTEM! Names, symbols, "two-way" conversion factors for all physical units. Inexpensive, most up-to-date booklet for your ready reference needs. $2. Kulchar Studio, Box 1992-C, Philadelphia, PA 19105.

POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT HEAD, Department of rare books and special collections. Responsible for continuous series of exhibitions and for organizing nonbook materials. Takes part in bibliographic searching, reference work, and special projects. Aids in the selection of new materials. MLS, graduate degree in the humanities. Reading knowledge of Latin, French and German. 5 years of progressively advanced professional library experience, at least 2 in rare book field. Salary $12,800. Write to Mrs. Doris H. Asher, Asst. for Pers. and Staff Development, Univ. of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. A nondiscriminatory, affirmative action employer.

DIRECTOR OF LIBRARIES. Position available now. Candidate must possess MLS degree from ALA-accredited program and proven ability in a college or university library on the assistant level or up. Director is responsible for operation of the central library and two branches with 100 FTE, 400,000 volumes serving 11,000 students and 400 faculty. Salary to $23,000. Resumes to Diana S. Natacllo, Chrm., Search Comm., University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, TX 79968. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC SERVICES. To coordinate/administer Library and Instructional Resources (program development, equipment, utilization, and all production including TV), and to supervise staffs totaling 94. Contemporary structures of library and communication center currently independently operated, completed in 1968, serve student body of 11,000 and 600 faculty. 4-year liberal arts college with strong urban commitment. Metropolitan area offers both cultural and educational opportunities. Recruitment at $23,600 with excellent fringe benefits. Doctorate and administrative experience in library and/or media preferred. We are an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. Contact Dr. Donald Schwartz, Vice Pres, for Academic Affairs, University College at Buffalo, 1300 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, NY 14222.

HEAD OF TECHNICAL SERVICES AND PUBLIC SERVICES DIVISIONS. Each requires extensive experience in progressively responsible positions. Salary range $14,000-$16,000. Write Joseph Jeffs, Univ. Ltr., Georgetown University, 37 and 0 Sts., NW, Washington, DC 20007.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES, Iowa State University Library. A new administrative position to coordinate cataloging, bibliographic search, order, serials and binding. Requirements: MLS, 7 years of professional experience, with at least 4 years in technical services in a research library; emphasis on creativity in processing areas and proven administrative ability. Library collection of 960,000 volumes; a total budget above $2,500,000, 154 appointive staff; campus community of 25,000. Faculty rank, TIAA, excellent group medical and life insurance, month vacation per fiscal year. Available Summer 1974. Salary $16,000 up, depending on

Karin Trainer—descriptive cataloger—Princeton University library, New Jersey.
Karen S. Waddell—lower division librarian—University of Oklahoma libraries, Norman.
Tawana P. West—instructor—Texas A&M University library, College Station.
Bonnie L. Wetzel—assistant catalog librarian—New Mexico State University, Las Cruces.
Claire B. Whitaker—original cataloger for English language—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.
Theresa S. Wiggins—psychology librarian—Princeton University library, New Jersey.
Edna J. Williams—assistant reference librarian—Florida International University, Miami.
Dorothy Winter—serials librarian—University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

S. Francis Woods—assistant curator of visual collections, Fine Arts Library—Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Elaine H. Woodward—serials cataloger—University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

RETIREMENTS

Charles M. Adams, director of the Sinclair Library at the University of Hawaii, retired recently after four years of service.
Fritz Veit, director of libraries, Chicago State University, retired on August 31 after serving nearly twenty-five years in this position.
Katherine Walker, associate director of the university libraries at Northern Illinois University, retired on August 31 after completing thirty-one years of service.